In this work, we present two types of microfluidic chips involving magnetic nanoparticles dispersed in cyclohexane with oleic acid. In the first case, the hydrophobically coated nanoparticles are self-assembled with an amphiphilic diblock copolymer by a double-emulsion process in order to prepare giant magnetic vesicles (polymersomes) in one step and at a high throughput. It was shown in literature that such diblock copolymer W/O/W emulsion droplets can evolve into polymersomes made of a thin (nanometric) magnetic membrane through a dewetting transition of the oil phase from the aqueous internal cores usually leading to "acorn-like" structures (polymer excess) sticking to the membranes. To address this issue and greatly speed up the process, the solvent removal by evaporation was replaced by a "shearing-off" of the vesicles in a simple poly(dimethylsiloxane) chip designed to exert a balance between a magnetic gradient and viscous shear. In the second example, a simple oil-in-oil emulsion chip is used to obtain regular trains of magnetic droplets that circulate inside an inductor coil producing a radio-frequency magnetic field. We evidence that the heat produced by magnetic hyperthermia can be converted into a temperature rise even at the scale of nL droplets. The results are compared to heat transfer models in two limiting cases: adiabatic vs. dissipative. The aim is to decipher the delicate puzzle about the minimum size required for a tumor "phantom" to be heated by radio-frequency hyperthermia in a general scope of anticancer therapy.
under an applied magnetic field strength of several T [1] . It was only more than twenty years later that C. Ménager et al. proposed a simple lipid rehydration method to encapsulate a superparamagnetic suspension (aqueous ferrofluid) inside the lumen of giant synthetic liposomes and obtain deformations under field strengths of 50 mT at most [2] . It has to be noted that single nanoparticles can also be wrapped independently by a phospholipid bilayer either naturally in the so-called "magnetosomes" originating from magnetotactic bacteria [3] or artificially with synthetic lipids and iron oxide nanoparticles [4] . Even though these systems sometimes referenced as "magnetoliposomes" can exhibit outstanding properties for magnetic hyperthermia or magnetic guiding, they obviously cannot deform as a function of the magnetic field intensity, because their core is totally filled by a solid iron oxide crystal. On the contrary, true magnetic liposomes are easily deformable because their membrane that encloses a given water volume possesses a large surface excess attested by large thermal fluctuations. Initially flaccid, such a vesicle filled by an ionic ferrofluid evolves either towards a prolate or an oblate ellipsoidal shape depending on the ionic strength, a behavior fully understood by taking into account the balance of magnetostatic, bending and electrostatic energies (within the approximation of Debye-Hückel theory) [5] . Validated by direct observation of giant magnetic liposomes under magnetic field, the same model was applied for the ellipsoidal deformation of "magnetic endosomes," the vesicles produced naturally by biological cells internalizing charged magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs), as evidenced by cryo-transmission-electron-microscopy (cryo-TEM) [6] .
Analogous to liposomes by their structure, polymersomes are made of amphiphilic block copolymers self-assembled into closed membranes with hydrophobic thicknesses two-to-ten times larger than phospholipid bilayers [7] . Like liposomes, they can encapsulate hydrophilic MNPs inside their internal aqueous compartment [8] . But due to its large thickness, their membrane can also be loaded by MNPs once these are grafted with a suitable hydrophobic coating [9] . Small angle neutron scattering (SANS) experiments enabled evidencing anisotropic scattering patterns on submicron sized polymersomes under a magnetic field strength of 100 mT for polymersomes with hydrophobic blocks made of soft poly(butadiene) (PBD) [10] or of more rigid and semicrystalline poly(trimethylenecarbonate) (PTMC) blocks [11] , the hydrophilic blocks being poly(L-glutamic acid) (PGA) in both cases. However, the typical scale probed by SANS remaining below 100 nm, it was not possible to extract the exact shape of the polymersomes under field, but only to detect a variation of the membrane thickness described as a decrease by 33% near the magnetic poles and an increase by 50% near the equator. In theory, the expected deformation of a soft magneto-elastic shell under field is exactly reverse (elongation of the outer size of the vesicle in the field direction and contraction across the field) [12] , [13] , although the modeling of "magnetostriction" remains a challenge for elastic materials [14] . Therefore a reproducible protocol to prepare giant magnetic polymersomes-observable in real time by optical microscopy-is highly suitable for deciding whether polymersomes with MNPs embedded in their membranes under an applied magnetic field deform into ellipsoids and in that case whether the eccentricity is positive (prolate) or negative (oblate). This would enable extrapolating the behavior of submicron sizes' polymersomes currently under active study as multifunctional drug carriers with externally triggered release and negative contrast enhancement for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [11] , [15] , by envisaging also a magnetic actuation under a static magnetic field.
B. Microfluidics to Prepare Vesicles
Among the other methods to generate giant vesicles [film rehydration or reverse-phase evaporation (REV) [2] , multiple emulsion [16] , electro-formation [17] , emulsion-centrifugation also called "droplet interface crossing encapsulation" (DICE) [18] ], the double-emulsion technique presents the advantage of controlling precisely the composition of the two aqueous phases (internal and external) and of the membrane. It consists in preparing a double water-in-oil-in-water W/O/W emulsion, where the oil is a solution of the lipid or the block copolymer in a good solvent (possibly a mixture) not miscible with water. When the solvent evaporates, the amphiphiles self-assemble into closed membranes encapsulating the internal water phase. However, this scenario is rather ideal and several problems can arise before the vesicles eventually form. At first the formulation of a stable W/O/W emulsion is delicate and can necessitate cosurfactants and osmotic agents to prevent the coalescence of dispersed aqueous droplets into the continuous phase. Then the main drawback is the broadness of sizes of the emulsion droplets, and thus of the vesicles in the end. Therefore microfluidics was proposed both to control the sizes and to study the mechanism of vesicles formation via spatial control and temporal monitoring [19] , [20] . A microfluidic version of the DICE method was also proposed [21] , offering to combine a high encapsulation yield to a high throughput.
Different natures of copolymers and solvents have been reported to produce giant polymersoomes by double-emulsion, e.g., toluene/tetrahydrofuran (THF) mixture for hydrophobic blocks made of poly(butylacrylate) [22] , toluene/chloroform for poly(styrene) (PS) or PBD [19] and poly(lactic acid) (PLA) blocks [20] , [23] , and hexane/chloroform for PLA blocks [24] , [25] , the hydrophilic ones being often poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO). But in all cases, there is a narrow concentration range of polymer (e.g., 0.5-1 wt%) that is required for the stability of the emulsion. However, this amount is one to two orders of magnitudes higher than the polymer concentration needed theoretically to cover the internal droplets by a molecularly thin membrane (either a bilayer for diblock or a monolayer for triblock copolymers). Therefore solid "acorn-like" structures containing this copolymer excess usually remain stuck to the final polymersomes produced by the microfluidic double-emulsion technique [19] . More precisely, Shum et al. showed that the transformation from double-emulsion droplets into vesicles is not continuous with a slow decrease of the hydrophobic shell thickness, but rather involves an abrupt transition: along evaporation of the more volatile component in the solvent (also slightly soluble in water in the case of chloroform), there is a critical fraction of this solvent below which the copolymer dewets from the internal aqueous droplet [24] , which gives rise to the acorn-like structure. The authors also suggest to generate this dewetting intentionally as soon as possible in the chip: thus by applying a hydrodynamic shear on the dewetted emulsion drop (an oily droplet containing the copolymer excess still adhering to the internal droplet, this being wrapped by a thin membrane as seen in [24, Fig.4 ]), the vesicles can be produced by "shearing-off" much more rapidly than by waiting for the full evaporation of the solvent. Using the same flow-focusing chip, C. Ménager et al. obtained giant magnetic liposomes and polymersomes with the MNPs located either in the aqueous cores or in the membranes [26] , but did not discuss about the deformations under a static magnetic field. In the present work, we show a chip applying a magnetic force on the magnetic oil, leading to a particularly efficient control of the shearing-off and the collection at the outlet of the chip of magnetic polymersomes with almost no copolymer excess.
C. Magnetic Hyperthermia: Between Dreams and Physical Limitations
For almost two decades [27] , magnetic fluid (MF) hyperthermia (MFH) has strongly stimulated the imagination of physicists, biologists and materials scientists, who thought about applying MFH in anticancer therapies. This dream has become a reality, since MFH has passed a phase II clinical trial on humans, in combination with classical radiotherapy [28] and is now authorized on market. In parallel of this direct use of MFH to destroy malignant cells (thermal ablation), a more gentle use of MFH consists in transferring the heat produced to a thermo-sensitive drug carriers. This approach was developed initially with phospholipid vesicles, which bilayer was decorated with hydrophobically coated MNPs, either with freely rotating magnetic moments (maghemite) [29] [30] [31] or blocked ones (cobalt ferrite) [32] . Drug or model dyes were released under an oscillating magnetic field at RF (100 kHz-1 MHz) in the former case. In the latter case (blocked moments), a lower frequency should be used ( kHz) involving solid rotation of the nanoparticles in the vicinity of the membrane, a reminiscence of the "molecular drill" effect proposed long ago by de Gennes et al. [33] .
In the field of MFH-triggered release, we can distinguish between studies reporting a macroscopic temperature rise (which has an effect on a model drug diffusion rate or on a thermal transition of a polymer) and those that evidence an enhanced release rate without a detected temperature change. An example of the first class is the release into cells of a cytotoxic drug, doxorubicin (DOX), from magnetic alginate micro-beads sitting just underneath the cell culture [34] . Another one involves wormlike micelles of the commercial copolymer Pluronic F-127 releasing lysozyme through a sol-gel transition induced by MFH [35] . However, several studies recently evidenced that a macroscopic temperature rise was not a prerequisite for MHF-induced drug release: the enhanced release of DOX from submicron magnetic polymersomes [11] or the cytotoxicity of polysaccharide-coated iron oxide nano-particles functionalized with an appropriate antibody targeting cancer cells [36] . These observations give a new hope for the application of MFH to drug delivery systems, despite the physical limitations that any scientist involved in this domain should keep in mind: on the one hand the minimum amount of magnetic material, deduced from the specific heating power (SHP) of the MNPs (SHP in W/g, normalized by the weight of magnetic material) arising from the magnetic relaxation mechanisms themselves [37] [38] [39] ; on the other hand the minimum size of the heated sample, due to heat losses by thermal conductivity into the ambient medium [40] , which necessitates to design very properly the geometry and size of the experiments and to work in adiabatic conditions for the SHP measurements [41] . Until now the thermal ablation is possible only on primary brain tumors (typical size cm) fed with an iron oxide concentration above 30 [28] . In future, secondary tumors and metastases could be reached by targeting magnetic carriers. However this goal can be achieved only by a careful design of the systems and the knowledge of the required distribution of magnetic materials (quantity and spatial distribution) that can produce the minimal temperature increment in a given volume necessary to induce an effect on the carrier (e.g., reaching the melting temperature of a polymer membrane). Therefore we designed a microfluidic setup to measure temperature locally, i.e., at 33 nL scale, on a train of diameter droplets circulating inside an inductor coil.
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. MF
In order to prepare a MF with good susceptibility and proper dispersion state, we used the iron salts alkaline coprecipitation route in water also called Massart's process [42] . By measuring the magnetization curve by vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) and a Langevin fit convolved with the Log-normal law [43] , we got the distribution of diameters of the magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs):
and . The iron concentration (1.6 ) being measured by UV/Vis spectroscopy using a calibration curve, the plateau of the magnetization curve leads to a specific magnetization for these nanoparticles . Initially in water with dilute nitric acid , the suspension was transferred into an organic solvent by coating with an appropriate surfactant: either classical oleic acid for dispersion in cyclo-hexane or the commercial phosphoric ester Beycostat NB09 for dispersion in dichloromethane. In both cases, the grafting reaction was performed under gentle heating (60 ) at 20 mol% ratio of surfactant relatively to iron in alkaline condition, followed by several washing steps in methanol. The suspension coated with Beycostat NB09 has a hydrodynamic diameter in . The MNPs stabilized by oleic acid in cyclo-hexane have a , as measured on a Vasco DL135 (Cordouan Techno., Pessac, France), a dynamic light scattering (DLS) setup at a scattering angle of 135 dedicated to strongly absorbing fluids like magnetic fluids, with a diode laser at a 650 nm wavelength working at 50% of full power (65 mW). When used for microfluidics, the stock suspensions were adjusted to 0.1 wt% in the corresponding solvent or mixture.
B. Amphiphilic Block Copolymers
Two batches of PBD--PEO were purchased from Polymer Source Inc. (Dorval, Canada): (#P4753-BdEO) and (sample #P9095-BdEO). According to the provider, the molar-mass dispersities are 1.1 and 1.09, respectively. The PEO blocks are semicrystalline . At room temperature, the PBD blocks are well above Tg ( for and for , respectively), which can be ascribed to their high amount of 1,2-diene addition (89% for and 80% for , respectively) favoring a branched structure. However, we expect and to be respectively slightly below and above the critical entanglement mass, leading to distinct viscoelastic behaviors of the membranes.
C. Microfluidic Production of W/O/W Emulsion Droplets
The original device proposed by Weitz et al. [19] for doubleemulsion production consists in two tapered glass tubes fitting on both sides of a third capillary with a square section: this trick enables a perfect alignment of the symmetry axes of the three capillaries, and thus perfect coaxial flows. An alternative which does not guarantee such a perfect alignment but is easier to implement was developed in parallel by several groups [44] [45] [46] . This simpler chip is based on the imbrications of three fused silica capillaries by adjusting them into commercial sleeves and -junctions. For the double-emulsion setup, we used three capillaries (Polymicro Tech.) thereafter denoted according to their size: small capillary (SC) for small ( , ), medium capillary (MC) for medium ( , ); and large capillary (LC) for large ( , ), as depicted on Scheme 1.
Each capillary was inserted in one corresponding sleeve: SC in F-237X, MC in F-242X, and LC in F-246X (Upchurch Scientific). Then the whole setup is mounted as seen on Fig. 1 using the following references from Upchurch Scientific P-659 10-32 female-to-female luer connector, F-33 10-32 PEEK nut, Scheme 1. Coaxial flows geometry of a microfluidic chip to produce a double W/O/W emulsion for the production of giant vesicles. Fig. 1 . Coaxial flow device was built with three imbricated capillaries of increasing diameters (SC, MC, LC) by using commercial tubing sleeves and -junctions (Upchurch Scientific), the smallest one (SC) being hidden inside its sleeve. The flow-rates ( , , and , respectively) were controlled by precision syringe pumps. P-235X 1/16 PEEK short nut, P-200X flangeless 1/16 nut, P-713 PEEK 1/16 Tee. The MC intended to be filled with the oily mixture was coated by a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) using a standard protocol [47] , where carbon tetrachloride was replaced by chloroform. Each capillary was connected though a tubing to a syringe, which flow-rate was controlled independently by a pump (Harvard Apparatus). The outlet of the device (end of LC) was placed above collection vials (2 mL centrifuge tube, Ependorf). The SC and LC were filled with aqueous solutions containing 2 wt% poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) (87-89% hydrolyzed, ) to prevent coalescence of the droplets and 50 ppm as bactericide. Besides viscosity enhancement, PVA also induces a large decrease of interfacial tension for all oil compositions, as seen on Table I and Fig. 2 . In addition, the internal (SC) and external (LC) solutions contained 0.1 of a sugar (respectively sucrose and glucose), to ease the observation of the droplets or the vesicles by optical phase contrast, and to enable their sedimentation at the bottom of the collection vial.
The intermediate capillary (MC) was filled by a mixture of chloroform and cyclo-hexane. In preliminary experiments, the proportions were varied from 30:70 to 50:50 to find the optimal weight ratio enabling production of W/O/W droplets, and in the end of vesicles. This ratio has a tremendous effect on the interfacial tension between water and oil, as plotted on Fig. 2 . Then a weight ratio of 50:50 was chosen for all the microfluidic experiments. The idea consisted in choosing the chloroform content in the mixture just above the threshold of dewetting transition, so that the dewetting occurs rapidly inside the device (not later in the collection vial) [24] . In the case of , this transition is located at 37 vol% chloroform (53:47 in weight). But for , the transition must be at a slightly lower chloroform content, because for 34.5 vol% (50:50 in weight) the mixture is still a good solvent for the diblock copolymer, as attested by DLS: the hydrodynamic size of this 50:50 mixture with 1 wt% and 0.1 wt% MNPs coated by oleic acid remains at a low value, .
D. Chamber for Magnetic-Assisted Recovery of Vesicles
The combination of microchannels and magnets is reported in the literature, in order to sort particles or biological cells according to their sizes and their magnetic content [48] . Here we make a very basic design. A strong NdFeB magnet (slab , N35 grade, Calamit Inc.) is simply placed at a close distance ( 0.5 mm) above the ceiling of a large channel pictured on Fig. 3 . This chamber was fabricated using classical poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) technology. The mould was made by microlithography using the design of Fig. 3 as mask. The difficulty arises from a rather large height of the pattern (660 ), leading to adapt the development time of the photo-resist. Chambers of varying distance between the upper surface of the channel and the magnet were obtained by varying the amounts of PDMS (Sylgard 184) poured into the mould and cured at 80 , after degassing. Before use, the chambers were made hydrophilic by flowing 5 mL of 1 wt% bovine serum albumin (BSA) solution in 30 min.
E. Device for Circulation Inside an Induction Coil
Another device was built for a completely different purpose. The idea was to circulate a train of MF droplets within an immiscible fluid of thermal conductivity much lower than water . In order to detect a pure MFH , and . The emulsion was obtained with a device made of two capillaries of same sizes than MC and LC described before. MC was treated with OTS as previously. LC was coated with 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (FAS-17, provided by Alfa Aesar) improving the wetting of glass by fluorinated compounds [49] .
F. Magnetic RF Hyperthermia Setup
A commercial induction generator (Tireless 3 kW, 800 kHz nominal frequency) was purchased from Seit Elettronica, Italy. The coil with a diameter of 5 cm and a height of 3.2 cm contains four turn. The maximum current being 90 A according to the provider, the calculated field induction is . A measurement under load gave 755 kHz as actual frequency. A measurement of the slope of temperature versus time on 1 mL of the MF synthesized in this work lead to . This value correlates perfectly with the reported value for MNPs of same size distributions ( and ) at almost same frequency (700 kHz) but at twice stronger field (the SHP is expected to scale as ) [38] . A typical length of the largest size capillary (LC) was bent and placed within the coil, as pictured on Fig. 4 . The flow-rates of MF and fluorinated oil were denoted respectively and , by analogy with the previous device. The time of residence of the magnetic droplets depends on the length of LC and on the total flow rate through (e.g., 69 s for and as on Fig. 4 ). Temperature could be followed directly inside the train of droplets using an optical fiber thermometer insensitive to magnetic fields (OTG-M360, Opsens, QC, Canada) inserted inside LC, as seen on Fig. 5 .
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Microfluidic Production of Giant Magnetic Polymersomes 1) Production of a Stable Double-Emulsion:
The first step was to obtain magnetic double-emulsion droplets by adjusting both the compositions and the flow-rates. At first it was impossible to get a stable double-emulsion for a copolymer concentration lower than 0.5 wt%. Obviously the strong decrease of interfacial tension due to the copolymer amphiphilicity (Table I) is a prerequisite for the stability of the internal W/O droplets. The size of the droplets (W and O) and the number of encapsulated W droplets per O drop follow scaling laws as a function of flow-rates that have been studied in a previous work [46] . Here we just verified general trends: the flow-focusing effect varies with the ratio of the flow-rates, which determines the size of the droplets. Thus the diameter of the W droplets decreases when increasing , and the diameter of the O droplets increases when decreases, e.g., from 6 to 3 as seen on Fig. 6 . These ratios also determine the regime between continuous jets and droplets, together with the number of W droplets per O droplet.
2) Recovery of Vesicles by Magnetic-Assisted Shearing-Off:
In preliminary experiments, double-emulsion droplets were collected in tubes and let at rest overnight in order to reach the complete evaporation of the solvents. Magnetic polymersomes did form sometimes, but this protocol was erratic: the vesicles were not perfect spherical shells; they were always sticking to a polymer precipitate (acorn-like in some cases). Thus we develop the magnetic-assisted shearing-off cell, described in Section II. A typical sequence is shown on Fig. 7 .
A stable double-emulsion regime was obtained typically for , , . Immediately after placing the magnet on top of the chamber, the flows in SC and MC were switched off and was decreased down to e.g. 60
. When the magnetic O droplets had started to agglomerate below the magnet as observed by optical microscopy (Fig. 7) , the aqueous flow-rate was raised again by increments of 10 every 5-10 min, until internal W droplets ("magnetic holes") repelled by the magnetic field gradient were accumulating on the edge of the magnetic aggregate. The external flow-rate was again increased by increments of 10 , until the W cores were pulled-out of the oil phase by the hydrodynamic shear stress. In all cases, should not exceed 120 , otherwise the shear becomes too large compared to the magnetic attraction, and vesicles become mixed with small O droplets in the collection vial.
3) Observation of the Giant Magnetic Polymersomes: Immediately after magnetic-assisted shearing-off, the membranes of the vesicles were still swollen by a small amount of solvent; which apparently evaporated within 1 h. The magnetic poly- . Fig. 9 . Giant magnetic polymer vesicles (polymersomes) prepared with --and an oleic acid MF in a double-emulsion coflows capillary device combined with magnetic-assisted shearing-off. When applying a magnetic field with a permanent magnet (thus also a gradient), the vesicle undergoes solid rotation due to attraction of the acorn-like structure.
mersomes exhibited a great regularity and monodispersity of diameters (Fig. 8 ). They were thus ready for observation and manipulation under a magnetic field applied with a permanent magnet (Fig. 9) . Further investigations by TEM or scattering techniques remain necessary to describe the structure of membranes at a higher resolution. In DICE, W droplets are thought to be covered by just the appropriate amount of copolymer to build a membrane (after complete drying of the remaining solvent). The spherical caps observed on Fig. 9 clearly point toward higher field intensity, and thus are more likely an excess of MNPs rather than of copolymer. The observation of giant magnetic polymersomes based on --under magnetic field did not show any ellipsoidal deformation like expected. The reason might be the viscoelastic behavior of the PBD block, with a molar mass above the entanglement mass. Thus magnetic polymersomes were prepared from a 25:75 (molar) mixture of --and --. The vesicle on Fig. 10 actually shows an ellipsoidal deformation when it is attracted by the gradient of a permanent magnet. The experiment has now to be confirmed under a homogeneous field (i.e. Helmholtz coil).
B. Temperature Assessment at 33 nL Scale
We show here preliminary results on the possibility to assess the temperature inside a train of magnetic droplets, as sketched on Fig. 11 . A theoretical prediction is actually a delicate problem involving many parameters: the SHP of the MNPs (depending itself on the frequency and intensity of the magnetic field); the concentration of MNPs within the droplets, expressed either as weight concentration or as volume fraction ; the radius of the droplets; the mass densities and for the liquids and for iron oxide; the thermal conductivity and the specific heat capacity of the oil, the , and of the glass capillary We derived analytical equations valid only in the limit cases of either 1) isolated droplet in an infinite medium with finite thermal conductivity , or 2) adiabatic case where all the heat produced during the residence time of the droplets inside the coil is transferred into a temperature increase of all the components of the system. The exact comparison between experimental data and theory is beyond the scope of this paper. Here the idea is simply to check if the magnetic heating experiment can be performed at nL scale, and if the maximal temperature increase measured at the outlet of the channel varies with the relevant parameters (iron oxide concentration, flow-rates ) in a way that can orient us towards one of the two limit cases described by the equations in the heat diffusion-limited case, or (2) in the adiabatic or convection-limited case, i.e. if the limiting factor is the time spent by the magnetic droplets in the coil. An example of experiment that can be done is given on Fig. 11 . After switching off the field, the three curves superimpose, representing the kinetics of cooling down by circulation of cold liquid in the coil. But the plateau values are very different in the three cases, as ascribed to variation both in the sizes of the droplets and in their volume fraction relatively to the oil. In order to distinguish between the two regimes, we calculated theoretically using the two formulas. In this range of flow-rates and , but unfortunately we cannot measure it more precisely with the camera: the use of a microscope to image the droplets at a higher magnification is indeed prohibited by eddy currents that would heat the objective (containing metallic parts) in the RF magnetic field of the coil. With this approximate value of , (1) gives an estimate very close to the experimental values (Fig. 11 caption) . To compute (2) instead, one needs first to estimate the equivalent heat capacity of the filled capillary with the and mass density of given in Section II for the fluorinated oil, and the tabulated values for the suspending liquid of the MF , and for glass. We obtained for the three values of , 33% and 50% respectively , 4.5 , and 6.1
. These values calculated by (2) are underestimating the experimental data:
, 8 , and 10.3 (Fig. 11) . To ensure that (1) definitively describes the physical phenomena better than (2), we plotted on Fig. 12 device [46] . Even though complications may arise compared to the simple isolated sphere model described by (1)-such as the enhanced heat transfer ascribed to the black-flows induced by the circulation of the droplets in the fluorinated oil [50]-we can nevertheless conclude that the RF induction heating of a train of magnetic droplets of radii in a channel correctly describes the phenomenon of MFH over a volume 33 nL. Our study also shows the crucial need of lowering the thermal conductibility around a tumor when developing cancer treatments by MFH.
